DON’T WAIT FOR A BREACH. PREPARE NOW AND REST EASY KNOWING TEAM ARES HAS YOUR BACK.

When your organization is under cyberattack, immediate response is critical. The longer the dwell time, the more damage the attack can inflict. Unfortunately, too many companies don’t know what to do or where to turn when a breach occurs. You need experienced professionals to help protect your critical data.

The CRITICALSTART TEAM ARES Incident Response (IR) team is comprised of professionals with experience conducting cyber investigations and incident response for federal law enforcement, the Department of Defense, intelligence agencies, and the private sector.

TEAM ARES can provide your organization IR services from detection through remediation. Our IR retainers offer several options of professional service hours, and any unused hours may be applied to other IR services.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, Contact us at criticalstart.com/ir

INCIDENT RESPONSE SERVICES
- Security incident /compromise scoping, triage, investigation, containment, eradication, remediation, and recovery (on-site /remote)
- Endpoint forensics and malware reverse engineering
- CRITICALSTART EDR deployment and monitoring (30 days)
- Initial, interim, and final findings reports and briefings

ADDITIONAL INCIDENT RESPONSE SERVICES
- IR readiness assessment
- IR tabletop exercise
- IR playbooks
- IR threat hunting
- IR training

FORENSIC SERVICES
For more sensitive investigations, we provide forensic services for legal, HR, compliance, and insider threat investigations including:
- Evidence seizure, chain-of-custody, secure storage
- Forensic imaging and analysis
- Investigative reporting
- Courtroom testimony